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Pinalry, we will use survey data to study the

impact different voting systems might have had in'the
1972 Democratic Presidential primaries, assuming that

_the_iioters_used. optimal_strategies_

2- 'EXAMPLES OF1 VOTING SYSTEMS

We begin'by describing several possible voting
systems for single-vacancy, multicandidateel,ections.
In Bach system considered below, the candidate with the
most:votes wins. Some of,these'systems are in current
,use, .others are not. To lend)perspective to the analy-
sis,we have deliberately included scme which may not be

Advisable under any circumstances. Our purpose is to

.take a fresh loo0at khe advantages and disadvantages of
each,.unfettered if possible by preconceived notions.

Morality. Each voter casts one vote for. one

candidate. This is the system most commonly used
in the United States, and in parliamentary elec-
tions in Canada and Great Britain%

0

Cumulative Voting. Each voter may apportion a set
number of votes (the same for each voter) among

the candidates. (When employed at present, this

method is normAlly used when there are several
-vacancies, a4 for a corporate board of directors
or for a multimember legislative district such 6S,
'ill the Illinois House of Representatives. How-

ever, we will consider here its effect were it ap-
plied in a single-vacancy race.) (See Brams

(1975) for a moie detailed discussion of cumula-

tive voting.)

Approval Voiing--;Each voter is permitted to cast
votes for (i.e., approve) as many candidates as he
wishes, but he i' allowed no more than one vote
per candidate. (See Brams (1978: ch. 6) for a de-
scription of the recent research on approval vo-

ting:)

Cardinal Rating Voting. Each voter rates the

candidates on a common scale, say, from Ooto 10,
and casts a number of votes for each candidate

determined by his rating.

8
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Gorda System. Each voter ranks khe candidates
order of preference and casts &number of
for each equal to the number of candidates ranked
below him. For example, ifthete are five candi-
dates, each voter will cast 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0
votes for the various candidates. (See Eorda

(1701) or D. Black (1958).)

Example. Suppose there are four candidates: Adams",

Bianco, Cohen, and Delaney, and five voters J, 8, L, 11,

and n. Tabl(y. lists possible rankings given by the
voters for the four candidates, from most preferred

1.(rank 1) to least preferred (rank 4),. Exercises 1-4
refer to this table.

Voters Adams

Table 1

DelaneyBianco Cohen.
J: 1 2 3 4

1 3 2 4

L: 4 1 2 3

3 2 1 4

H: 4 2 3 1.
O

Exercise 1. Determine the total vote for each'candidate in Table 1

for the plurality system and for the Borda system:

Exercise 2. In Borda voting, each voter ranks the candidates 1st,

2nd, 3rd, and 4th. For the ranks specified in Table 1 determine

the sum of the ranks for each candidate. Explain in what sense

choosing as winner that candidate whose rani. sum is smallest is

' equivalent to the Borda system.

Exercise 3. Suppose each voter ranks tLe candidates and then casts

a number of votes for each candidate equal to the difference be-

tween the_number of candidates ranked below that candidate aria the

number of candidates ranked above that candidate: Calculate the

vote tetalc for the ranks in Table 1 (note that some 'rtes cast are

negative). Is this system equivalent-to the Borda system?.

Exercise 4. The rule for casting votes described in Exercise 3

permits the voter to express indifference between two or more can-

didates, to give two or more candidates the same rank. If s

voter prefers Adams, is indifferent between Bianco and Cohen, and

considers Delaney'least desirable. determine the votes he casts
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ABSTRACT

The module studied a variety of multicandi-,
date voting systems, including approval, Borda,

, and cumulative voting, using a model which takes
account of a voter's intensity of preference for
the candidates. The voter's optimal strategy is
investigated for each voting system using decition
criteria under uncertainty (Savage regret and
Laplace criteria) and under risk (expected util-
ity). Voting systems are compared with regard to
the relative ease with which the voter can approx.--
,imate his optimal strategy, the relative freedom
of the voting system from offering superfluous
strategies, and the empirical impact as determined

e by survey data.

1. INTRODUCTION

Often a voter is confronted with an election in
which more than ti:)o candWatei are running for a single
office. Current election rules in the United States and

other,countiies permit each voter to express a
preference for only.. one of the candidates. This system
of voting disregards the intensity of preferences felt
by the voters for the various candidates, except insofar

as voters who are unconcerned may choose not to vote.

In particular, it often awards a plurality to a candi-
date who is'the first choice of a minority, while an-
other candidate may enjoy approval by a laiger proper-
tionof the electorate and could, if elected, serve with
a wider mandate.

For example, in the 197C New York Senatorial race,
thete were three candidetes: Cttinger (Democrat),
Goodell lEepublicane-Liberal), and Buckley (ConServa-
tive). As it turned out, Buckley won with 39% of the
vote, followed by Ottinger with 37%, and Goodell with
24%. Taa large extent the two candidates perceived to
be liberal (Ottinger and Goodell) divided the votes fro.,
a common constituency. Nany observers have speculated
that, a majority of the voters preferred Ottinger to

Buckley all some have also contended that a majority
preferred Goodell to Buckley.

A variety of alternative voting systems have been

proposed to determine the winner in a multicandidate

1

election. For example, the winner might be determined

by summing ranks or ratings of the candidates or each
voter might be permitted to vote for more than one can-'
didate. For a number of such voting systems, we will
investigate optimal strategies fOr a voter (e.g., how he
should rank or rate the candidates or how many'candi-
dates he should vote for). This will be Acme under a
variety of assumptions concerning the voter's knowledgell

of the likely-outcome of` the election and will be based
on a model which takes into account the voter's.inten-
Sity of preference for theicandidates.

First we will consider voter strategies

decision criteria) under uncertainty, by which we will
mean that estimation of the likelihood of the candi-
dates' success is not possible. We will determine op-
timal strategies based on the Savage criterion, which
mioimizes regret, and on the Laplace criterion, which
maximizes influence on the outcome under the assumption

that all candidates are equally likely to contend for
first place. These concepts will be described in detail
later.

Next we will assume that the voter is capable of
estimating the likelihoodof the candidates' success
based on polls or other information. It will be assumed
that the voter wishes to cast his ballot in such a way

as to mceimize his influence on the outcome of the elec-
tion. Under this assumption we will show how the vo-
ter's optimal strategy in seeking this goal can be de-
termined for a number of voting systems.

An important purpose of computing optimal strate-
eief lies in the evaleatin of .voting syrtens. T.s arc

will see, the Practical determination of cr. optimal
strategy may not be an easy task for the voter. We
suggest that an important criterion for society in
choos!.ng voting systems is the relative ease with which
the voters can approximate their optimal' strategies. We
will demonstrate a qualitative difference among voting
systems in regard to this criterion. Furthermore, it
will be seen that under the assumptions of the model
developed, certain voting systems reduce to other know%
systems when sunerfluoUs (non-optimal) strategies are
eliminated.

2



Finally, we will use survey data to study the

impact different voting systems might have had in'the

1972 Democratic Presidential primaries, assuming that
optimal_strategies-1

2. 'EXAMPLES OF VOTING SYSTEMS

We begin'by describing several possible voting

systems for single-vacancy, multicandidate elections.
In each system considered below, the candidate with the
most votes wins. Some of.these' systems are in current

use, .others are not. To lend perspective to the analy-
sis, we have deliberately included scme which may not be

advisable under any circumstances. Our purpose is to

Dorda System. Each voter ranks the candidates.i
order of preference and casts a, number of votes..
for each equal to the number of candidates ranked
below him. For example, if 'ther=e are five candi- .

dates, each voter will cast 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0
votes for the various candidates. (See Eorda
(1781) or D. Black (1958).)

Example. Suppose- there are four caldidates!

Bianco, Cohen, and Delaney, and five voters J, K, L, M,
and N. TablEy. lists possible rankings given by the
voters for the four candidates, from most preferred

-,..(rank 1) to least preferred (rank 4),. Exercises 1-4
refer to this table.

.take a fresh look"Oat khe advantages and disadvantages of-

each,.unfettered if possible by preconceived notions.

Blurality. Each voter casts one vote for. one

C

Voters

-.

Adams

Table 1

DelaneyBianco Cohen
J: 1 2 3 4.candidate. This is the system most commonly used

in the United State.s, and in parliamentary elec- 1 3 2 4

tions in Canada and Great Britain% L: 4 1 2 3

3 2 1 4

Cumulative Voting. Each voter may apportion a set
4 2 3 1.

number of votes (the same for each voter) among

the candidates. (When employed at present, this

method is normally used when there are several
.vacancies, aa for a corporate board of directors
or for a multimember legislative district such alS

sin the Illinois House of Representatives. How- 0

ever, we will consider here its effect were it ap-

plied in a single-vacancy race.) (See Brams

(1975) for a more_ detailed discussion of cumula-

tive voting.) .

Approval- -Voting: Each voter is permitted to cast

votes for (i.e., approve) as many candidatesas he
wishes, but he it allowed no more than one vote

per candidate. (See Brams (1978: ch. 6) for a de-
scription of the recent research on approval vo-
ting:)

Cardinal Rating Voting Each voter rates the

candidates on a common scale, say, from Ooto 10,

and casts a snumber of votes for each candidate

determined by his rating.

8
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Exercise 1. Determine the total vote for each'candidate in Table 1

for the plurality system and for the Borda system:

Exercise 2. In Borda voting, each voter ranks the candidates }st,

2nd, 3rd, and 4th. For the ranks specified in Table 1 determine

the sum of the ranks for each candidate. Explain in what sense'

choosing as winner that candidate whose rank sum is smallest is

° equivalent to the Borda system.

Exercise 3. Suppose each voter ranks tke candidates and then casts

a number of votes for each candidate equal to the difference be-

tween the.number of candidates ranked below that candidate aria the

number of candidates ranked above that candidate: Calculate the

vcte tetala for the ranks in Table I (note that some ctei cast are

negative). Is this system equivalent-to the Borda system?.

Exercise 4. The rule for casting votes describes in Exercise 3

permits the voter to express indifference between two or more can-

didates, to Five two or more candidatds the same rank. If a

. voter prefers Adams, is indifferent between Bianco and Cohen, and

considers Delaney'least desirable, determine the votes he casts

-4



according po the rule in Exercise 3. This system is called the

Add2sted !lords Syste.

Suppose that the voters also rate the four candi-
dates.listed inTable 1 on a scale from 0 to 10 (where
10 indicates most desirable), as given in 'Table 2.
Note that these ratings are consistentwith'the rank-
ings given in the former table. Exercises 5 and 6 re-
fer to Table 2.

Table 2
Voters Ad-ms' Bianco Cohen Delaney

J: 1 0 8 7 0 ,

K: 10 2 8 0

L: 0 10
i 8

7

M: 2 3. 10 0

0 9 6

Uercise 5. Assuming that these ratings are used in the cardinal

measure system. determine the vote totals for each candidate. Now

under approval voting. assume that each 'ter votes for (approves)

each candidate he rates above 5. DetermRe vote totals.

/Xereise 6. Suppose an election were conducted.under cumulative
- Ivoting to fill a single vacancy. Assuming that each voter has 10

votes at his disposal. use the data in Table 2 to decide how /211

feel each of the five voters should Apportion his votes. Deter-

mine the vote totalS for your appordionments.

There are, of course, other voting systems which
take account of voter preferences among the candidates.
Ranked preferences may be used to seek a cguiltelgel

winner (if one exists), i.e., a candidate wile world in

a majOrity against each of the other candidates. This
concept appeals to the sense of justice of many ana-
lysts, including in particular D. Dlec:k (1958, p. 66),

0 who recommends use of the Condorcet Method, with the
winner to be chosen by-the Borda system if no Condeftet
winner exists.

The Copeland method attempts to resolve this
problem by awarding victory to the candidate who can
win the most pairwise contests, thus assuring the

election of the Condorcet winner if one exists. How-

5

ever, in the case of either 3 or 4 candidates, if .no
Condorcet winner exists (and nd two candidates receive
exactly the same number of votes) the Copeland method
fails to determine a unique winner. For example, when
there are 3 candidates, there are 3 pairwise contests.

If there is no'Condorcet winner, no candidate can win
as miuly as 2 of them. Hence each wins one contest 'and
the Copeland run is inconclusive.

Exercise 7. chow that for four candidates. if no Condorcet winner

exists (and no two candidates receive exactly the same number of

votes). the Copeland method fails to determine a unique winner.

Another attempt to retain part of the Condorcet
principle is to hold a runoff htztwee the top two
contestants. However, this is more expensive than a
one-stage voting system and may overlook a compromise
candidate who standt third on the first ballot. As a
casein point, most observers believe that Congressman
Richard Bolling, a centrist who failed make the
runoff for U.S. House Democratic Kajority Leader in
1976, could have defeated any of his opponents in a
two-man race.

Still another modification of the Condorcet
principle is called preferential votinc or the single
Transferable. vote or pare syster when there is norc
than one vacancy) . (See Drams (1979).) After the
voters rank the candidates, the candidate with tne
fewest first-place votes is dropped. 14s second -place
votes are given to the remaining candidates. The
process is repeated until one candidate has a majority.

Preferential voting, versions of which have been used
in Ireland (Rae (1972)) and in 4rtn Arbor, Michigan

(Prams (1979)), has disadvantag4 similar to those of
the runoff.

Vhatever the mer,its of these Condorcet-type alter-
natives, we will focus on the five voting systems de-
scribed at the beginning of this section, as they are
amenable to study through the model we are about to
develop.



3. THE MODEL

. We first express the model in terms of approval

voting and then generalize it later to encompass a
number of voting systems including the five specified

above. We fix aoparticular voter (to be called the

focal voter) 'and address the question: How should the

focal voter rationally select the subset-of candidates

to vote for under approval voting? Assume there are K

candidates c1," .,c
K'

and that:

IA), The focal voter assigns a numerical rating fi to

gandidatec.sothatthequantity
intended to represent the utility or payoff to

,,,that voter of having candidate ci elected instead

,of candidate ..c3

(B) The number of voters is large enough that the pro-
bability of an m-way-tie (m > 2) is negligible,
relatiiie to that for a 2-way tie.

(C) The voter can exercise power only if his votes are

decisive. By this we mean that for some pair-of

candidatesc.and c he can break a tie for first
j1

place (or produce such a tie) which would occur

had he abstained. In this case, the voter re-
ceivesapayoftof(1.-f.), provided that he
votesforc.but not c.. the contingencies for

which the focal voter Aas a chance to be decisive

will be specified as the pairs (c.,c.3 ).
1

1
If the total vote received by candidates ci and ci from the other
voters is even, say 100, then the focal voter can be decisive only
if the 100 votes are split 50-50. In this case, if he votes for ci
but not cj,:ci is elected; if he votes for cj but not ci, cj is
elected. If for example, he chooses the former, his payoff is (fi-

.1j). If the total vote from the other voters for ci and ci is odd,
say 99, then the focal voter can be decisive if the 99 votAs are

--split either (a)-49 for ci-and 50 for ci or ,(t) -50 for ci and 49 for

ci. Assume that, in case of a tie in the final vote, a procedure is
uApd which selects either candidate with equal probability. In case

(a), if the focal voter votes for ci but not cj, then ci is elected
with probability 1/2; if he votes for .ci but not ci, cj is elected.
.If he chooses the former, his payoff 1s 1/2(fi-fj). For case (b), a
similar analysis leads tothes same payoff. Thus his total expected
payoff is (fi-fi), just as before. For convenience, the language in
the remainder of the module will reflect the case when the total vote
from the other voters for ci and cj is even. See Brains and Fishburn

(1979) for an alternative development leading to the same result as

this note.

7

4, DECISIONS UNDER UNCERTAINTY:

THE SAVAGE REGRET CRITERION

There are several commonly used decision criteria

on which the voter c:n base his decision concerning
which candidates to vote for. Some apply to decisions

under uncertainty (where nothing is assumed known about
the relative likelihood of the various contingencies).
Others apply to decisions under risk (where probabili-
ties can be assigned to the relative, likelihood of

contingencies). We begin by considering two criteria

for decisions under uncertainty: the Savage regret

method and the Laplace method. (Luce and Raiffa (1957:

280 and 298).)

The Savage regret method chooses-that decision
which minimizes the maximum regret over all contin-
gencies which might be suffered for the given deci-

sion. Regret is computed relative to the best payoff

that could be achieved for a particular contingency.

For examplesuppose there are 3 candidates de-
noted simply as A, B, and C, and that the focal voter
rates them 10, 7, and 0, respectively. We will refer

to the set S of candidates voted for as a stratuv. tie

need only consider contingencies in which the focal
voter it potentially decisive--that is, he can make, or

break a tie among the oth^er voters. Such contingencies

occur when a pair of candidates would be tied for first
place or differ by one vote had the focal voter ab-

stained. If, in this example, the pair consists of
candidates A and B, the contingency will be denoted by

the symbol AB.
-

P payoff matrix (See Table 3) is constructer . in

which each row cPrrasoonds to a strategy and each

column to a contingency. For example, if strategy (A)

is chosen, and contingency AB occurs, the focal voter

assures by his ballot a win for h instead of B, so that

his payoff is.(10 - 7) = 3. Similarly, had he chosen

the strategy (B,C) and the same contingency occured, he
would,have assured a win for B instead of A (his vote

for C would have no effect), so his payoff would be

(7 10) = -3.

13
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uaisiml. Construct a payoff matrix if the candidate ratings

are 10, 3. and 0, respectively.

Contingency

- AB A.Q RC
(A)'

>, (A, B)

Iv (A,C)

(B)

4-) (B,C)

(C)

3 10 0

0 10 7

3 0 -7

-3 0 7

-3 -10 0

0 -10 -7

payoff matrix

Table 3

(A)

(A, B)

(A,C)

(B)

(B,C)

(C)

L2H1inggilgi
Naximal

A A RC Regret
0 0 7 7

3 0 0 3

0 10 14 14

6 10 0 10

6 20 7 20

3 20 14 20

Regret matrix

Next we construct a regret matrix (see Table 3):
each entry gives the regret suffered relative to the
best payoff that could have been attained for the
contingency corrresponding to the entry.- For example,

if contingency AB occurs, 3 is the best possible payoff
so the regret is 0 for strategy (A) or (A,C), but for

strategy (AcB)° it is (3 - 0) = 3 and for (B) it is

3 - (-3),= 6.

In the .final column of the regret matrix.we place the

maximal regret for each strategy. The Savage method of
minimal regret then chooses that strategy for which the
maximal regeet is smallest, in this case strategy (A,B).

For an arbitrary 3-candidate election, we may
assume, without loss of generality, that the focal voter
rates candidates A, B, and C as 1, r, and 0 where
1 Z r Z O.' (This ifs possible since strategic decisions

do not depend on changesof scale or position of the
ratings.) Payoff and regret matrices for this situation
are given in Table 4. The strategies have been numbered
for convenience.

14. 9

1: (A)

2: (A,B)

3: (A,C)

4: (F)

5: (S,C)

6: (C)

Contingency

AB AC RC
1 0 (A)

; (A,B)

1-r

Table 4

0 1 r

1-r 0 -r

r-1 fl

r-1 -1 0

C -1 -r

Payoff matrix

(A,C)

Contingency'

Naximal
AD L1 RC Regret
0 0 r r

1-r 0 0 1-r

0 1 2r
2r, r > .-.

1, r < .5

2(1-r) 1
:

0
1, r > .5

2(1-r),.r<.5.

2(1-r) 2 r "2

1-r 2 2r 2

Regret matrix

Exercise 9. Compute the regret matrix and determine the Savage

regret strategy for the data of Exercise 8.

We note that strategy 1 dominates strategy 3 in
the sense that the payoff for strategy 1 is as good as
or better than that for 3 for every contingency, and
strictly better for at least one. In fact strategy 1

dominates the 3rd, 5th, and 6th strategies in Table 3,
and strategy 2 dominates the 4th, 5th, and 6th strate-

gies. Hence we can restrict attention to the first two
strategies, which are not dominated by any others. (A

strategy that is undominated is called omissible.)
The maximum regret fcir strategy -(A) is r. The maximum
regret for strategy (A,B) is 1-r. Since under the
Savage criterion we wish td minimize maximum regret,

the rational voter should,vote for only A if r < .5,

and for A and B if r > .5. (Ire should be indifferent

between these two options if r = .5.)

We may rephrase this result as follows: according

to the Savage regret criterion, if a voter participat-
ing it an approval voting election rates the candidate-
on a scale from 0.0 to 1.0 with the extremes of the
scale used ft:4 the least preferred and most preferred

candidates, respectively, he should cast votes for
those candidates rated above .5. It turns out that
this result remains true for any number IC of candidates

(see Appendix A for the derivation). Equivalently, the

rule prescribes that the voter vote for each candidate

10
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whose rating exceeds (f
1

+ f
"
)/2, where the ratings are

f -/ f'
2

2. 2. fK1

5. DECISIONS UNDER UNCERTAINTY:
THE LAPLACE CRITERION

We turn now to the second method for decisions
unde-L uncertainty: The Laplace method treats all
contingencies as equally likely and determines the
expected value of the payoffs for each possible
strategy under that assumption. This means that for
each strategy we average the payoffs over all contin-
gencies and then choose that strategy for which this
average is largest.

For example, using the payoff matrix in Table 3,
this expected value for strategy (A) is (3+10+0)/3 =

4.33. The expected value for strategy (A,B) is

(0+10+7)/3 = 5.67. The other expected values for this
matrix are -1.33, 1.33, -4.33, and -5.67, respectively. .
Clearly, the value is largest for strategy (A,B), so
that is the Laplace strategy for this payoff matrix.

In general, if there are 3 candidates, we see from
the payoff matrix in Table 4 that the expected value
for strategy (A) is (2-r)/3, and for strategy (A,B) is
(1+0/3. The expected values for the other four stra-
tegies 'are (172r/3, (2r-1)/3, (r-2)/3, and (-r-1)/3.
Each of the last four strategies is dominated by either
the first or the second strategy. Furthermore, stra-
tegy 1 is better than strategy (2-r)/3 >

(1+0/3, i.e., when r < .5. Note that for three
candidates, this is the same result we obtained using
the Savage regret method.

We now apply the Laplace criterion to the case of
K candidates. It will be convenient to drop our as-
sumption that the candidates c

1
.,c

g
are listed in

order Os the ratings by the focal voter. Also it will
be sufficient simply to total the payoffs in each row
of the matrix, since the expected values are obtained

by dividing these totals by the number of contingen-
cies, which is the same for each strategy. For stra-
tegy (el), the total is

(f
1 f2) + (f1 f3) + + (f1

16 40
11

For any strategy S (recall that S is simply a subset of
(c

1 '
c
K
)), the total is

(4) U(S) = (f. - f.),
3

wherethesurmiationisoverallc.cS and c. S. We
will call U(S) the total utility for the strategy S.

Suppose that the focal voter has decided to vote
for the candidates in set E and wishes to Enos: if he

could improve his total _utility_ft.s., obtain a better

Laplace strategy) by also voting:for another canaidzite
ci.HeobservesthatU(S)andu(E8(c.)) have the same
summands in (4) except for those involying ci. Thus

U(Sti{c.)) - U(S) = (f. - f.) - (f4 - f.)
c 3 cVS :S J

= Kf. - I f..
3

Hence he will improve, total utility by voting for ci

precisely if

IC

(5) f. >
K fj/

It follows that the focal voter achieves maximal total
utility by voting for the set of those candidates ci
for which (5) holds.

Thus the Laplace criterion tells the rational
approval voter to vote for those candidates ithom he

rates above the average of all the candidates. The

Savage regret criterion tells him to vote for those
candidateS who rate above the average of his first
choice and hisA.ast choice. In many cases (and always
for K = 3) both criteria will lead to the same conclu-

sion. For example, if there are four candidates, rated
10, 8, 7, and 0, then the average of all four is 6.25,
while the average of the first and last choices is 5.0.
Using either criterion, the voter should vote for the
top three. If the candidates ,are rated 10, 3, 2, and

1, then by either criterion the rational voter should
vote only for his first choice. Note that the voter
doen not in general increase his power by voting for as
many candidates as possible. Rather, his greatest

power occurs when he votes for somewhere in the
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vicinity of one half of the candidates. (See Merrill
(1980),.8rams and .ishburn (1979), and Weber (1977).)

horcise 10. Determine the optimal Strategy for both the Laplace

andrSevage regret criteria for each voter in Table 2. Determine

the winning candidate in each case if optimal strategies are used.

6. DECISIONS UNDER RISK: EXPECTED UTILITX

We now turn to decisions under risk and will seek
that-strategy which maximizes the expected ,value of the

-payoff when a subjeCtiveliiobiliility-is-aseigned-to
_- __each contingency. We will refer to this criterion as"

the- method -of .expected utility.

For example, suppose that there are 3 candidates

and the focal voter estimates (on the basis of polls or
*- other information) that c

2
and c

3
are the stronger

Candidates. Let us say he estimates the,probability of
bontingency (c2,c3) to be twice that of either (clec,)

orAc1 'c3 ),Ingeneralwedenotebypijthe prot,abil-
fitycthat in the voter's estimation there would'be a tie
for first place between ci and ci given that there is
such a tie between-some-pair of 6andidates (if the
focal voter abstains). For convenience, let pii = 0.
Thus in our example, p12 = p13"= .25 and p21 = .5. The '

expected values for strategies (Cl) and (ci,c9) are (2-

r)/4 and (1+20/4, respectively (see the payoff matrix,
in Table 4). The strategy (ci) Pill be better if (2-r)
> (1+20, when r < 1/3. Hence the voter should
vote only for cl if r < /3. i

In ,general we define the expected utility for a

strategy S bye.

(6), U(S) Z(f1. - fj)pij

where again the summation is over all ci c S and c. e

S. (The-Corresponding-definition for plurality voting
appears in McKelvey and Ordeshook (1972). Extension of
formula (6) to other voting systems can be found in
Merrill (1979 and 1980)). The Laplace criterion is, of

.course, the special case in which all pij are equal.

By-an argument similar to that used before, we can show'
that a voter should include a candidate ci in his

42 13.

strategS, if

(7) f . > .1 (1..f
3
.

. 11331

where

qi = p.1/.m
i

1 nj

3 -m .

1 ,

----- -------- ---------- -----
*Exercise 11. (Exercises marked with an asterisk (*) areintended

for students with more mathematical background.) Derive Formula

(7).

Note that, generally sp king, the larger yelties

of
gi . j

will correspond to the ronger candidates, at
least if more. than bne has a good chance_tc win. Hence
the voter's rule of thumb in this setting would be to
vote for candidates whom he rates above the average of
all of his ratings with that average being weighted
according to the strength of the candidates.

7. COMPUTATION OF OPTIMAL STRATEGIES
FOR GENERAL VOTING SYSTEMS

tie are now ready to apply the decision criteria we
have developed to systems other than approval voting.
To extend the model, we assume that the voter casts vi
votes for candidate c.

1
for i = 1,...,K, where the v.

must satisfy constraints peculiar to the voting system
in question. tie will treat in detail only .the method

of expected utility, leaving the application of the
,Savage regret criterion to the exercises.

In this setting the definition of expected utility

for a strategy S = (vi,.-.,v/t) for the fOcal voter is:

(8) U(S) = E (f. - f
j

) (v.
1
.- v.)P.

1 3 ij"v>v
1 j

where the probabilities pij depend on the ,voting system
in question. Vote that (vi - vpip. represents the

. probability that the focal voter will be decisive,
while (fi - fj) represents his payoff if he is
decisive.
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Our purpose is to Show that for each of the five
vOting_sYsteMSinttoduted in Section 2, the optimal
strategy under-the criterion of expected utility can be
expressed in terms of a singleindex called the stra-
tegic value for a candidates For a particular voting
system and focal voter, we define the strategic value
E(cd.forcandidatecby

4 K
(9) =

i
- fop...

13

The strategic value E(ci) represents the expected pay-
off accruing to one incremental vote for candidate ci.

2/120sition 1. If S = (vl,...,vK) is a permissible .

strategy for the focal voter and voting system undet
study, and U is the expected utility function given im

(8), then

= E(c,1 )v,
1
+ E(cz)v2 + + E(cx)vg,

K
= E E(ci)vi.

i=1

(See Appendix B for the proof.)

The following table gives the'optimal strategy
terms of the strategic values E(ci) for each of the

fivelvoting systems described earlier.

I TABLE 5
Voting System

Plurality

Cumulative Voting

Approval Voting

Caulitial_RatIng _

Borda System

To verify, for example, the optimal strategy fr

approval voting, note that by (10), if E(ci) > 0, vot-

ing for c. increases U(S). If E(ci) < 0, voting for ci

decreases U(S), and if Eici) = 0, voting for ci has no

effect on U(S).

Exercise 12. Verify the optimal strategies for the other four

voting systems given in Table 5.

Isercise 11. For the candidates in Table 2. assume that P12 -= P13

P24 = p34 = 1/6. p23 = 1/3. and p14 .= 0 (this represcpts a

situation in which c
2
and c

3
are thought to be the strongest

candidates). Determine the optimal strategies for each voting

system for each.voter according to the data in Table 2. Assuming

that optimal strategies are used. determine the winning candidate

for each voting system. For cumulative voting. assume ten votes

per voter. (Hint: First work out'atable of values E(ci) for the

five voters and four candidates.)

Exercise 14. (This exercise may involve outside. reading.) A

strategy is called sincere if it reflects the true rankings of the

voter for the candidates, i.e.. if v. > v. whenever fi > f.. For,

which voting systems is a voter more likely to find hid optimal

strategy in conflict with his sincere strategy? In which systems
in is the choice of the winner most sensitive td replacement of

Vote for thecapdidate for which'
E(ci) is largest.*

Cast all votes for that candidate
with the largest E(ci).

Vote fdr ci if.and only if

E(Oi) > 0.

Give.- the - highest permitted'rating

if E(ci) > 0 and the lOWest
permitted rating if E(ci) < 0.

Rank the candidates in order of the
values of E(ci).

:15

sincere strategies byoptimal strategies? Usethe example in

Exorcise. 13 and/or any other examples to aid in your discussion.

Sec Drams (1975) and Drams and Fishburn (1978) for further.

discussion concerning these points.

8, COMPARISON OF VOTING SYSTEMS
WITH REGARD' TO-OPTIMAD STRATEGIES

To assess the relative difficulty of determining
optimal strategies under different-voting systems, we
first note an algebraic rearrangement of 'Formula 19)

for strategic value:

E(ci) = (f. f4)13-- = f- /11-- / f-P-
J1

,. 13 13

K Fi4
= p1 .(f1 - - / f-)

31 Pi J
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where

P- P-ij

is a rough measure of the-strength of candidate ci (a .

strong candidate is more likely to, get into ties ?or
first place than a weak candidate):

Thus according to the, criterion of Table 5, under
approval voting, the voter should vote for ci if

(12) K
.

1

f
j11

f
3

0

wIlereas-a voter under the plurality system should
choose that candidate for whom the entire expression in
(11) is a maximum. Thus implementation of the optimal
strategy is qu'alitatively different.and more difficult
for the voter to follow.under.plurality voting than
under approvaLvotipg. In.particulae, the voter's
decision under approval voting requires only that, for
each i 1,...,K, he express a preference between
candldatec4 and a gamble or lottery involving the
Aber candidates (see (12)). The weights (probabili-
ties) for this lottery are related (but not exactly

proportional) to the expected electoral strength of the
candidates;.

The optimal decision for plurality voting requires
that the voter attach a numerical quantity to his in-
tensity of preference between candidate c,

+
and the lot-

_tery Mentioned above, multiply that'quantity by the
measure pi of expected electoral strength, and then
Choose that candidate for whom this product is maximal.
`Thus it seer= likely that loss ofvoting_Vower.for the
individual due to deviation from the optimal strategy
through ignorance or misunderstanding of that strategy
may be more severe under plurality voting than it would
be undet approval voting.' Applying the same reasoning
to the other criteria in Table 5, we conclude that de-
termination of the optimal strategy under the Borda
system orunder cumulative voting is at least as diffi-

-cult as under plurality voting.

One desirable feature of a 'voting system is that
it not confuse the voter with superfluous options. We

17.

1.

now observe that certain voting systems reduce to other
known systems when non-optimal strategies are elimi-
nated. These latter systeMs permit no non-optimal
strategies other than abstentions.

From Table 5, note that,all optimal 'strategies

under cumulative voting consist of casting all one's
votes for a single. candidate. Since all voters have
the same number of votes to cast and none finds it in
his interest to divide his vote betleen two or !lore

candidates, we may assume, without loss of generality,'
that each has only one vote. This leaves each voter
with precisely the options available under plurality

voting, the additional options'of cumulative voting are
superfluous.

Similarly, all optimal strategies under cardinal
rating voting use only the highest and lowest permitted
ratings. Since the range of ratings permitted each vo-
ter is the same, we may assume that the range is (0,11.

Hence the only useful options are casting 0 or 1 vote
per candidate,'precisely the options available under
approval voting. It can be shown (see Merrill (1980))
that all strategies under approval voting are uniquely
optimal fdr some ratings fi and probabilities with
the exception of the strategies of voting for all or
none of the candidates. These last two strategies
amount to abstention. Finally, it can be shown that
the adjusted Borda system (see Exercise 4), reduces in a- -----
similar way to the Borda, system.

9. THE CHOICE OF DECISION CRITERIA

Considerable study has been directed to thelues-
tion of whether voting behavior is best described as a
decision under uncertainty (using, e.g., the Savage
regret ciiterion). or as a decision under risk (using
expected utilities). If such an analysis is to be
descriptive of the real world, it should be based on
empirical studies. On the other hand, one objective of
political science is to carry out prescriptive analy-
sis, which is in this case the determination of what
decision criterion ought to be used by the rational
voter.

18
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.
Mayer and Good (1975) argue prescriptively that

._theiSavage regret criterion in its pure form is snap -.

propriate since the voter usually has some information
about -the likely oettcome of the election and because he

is not contending against-an intelligent opponent.
(The step in the Savage procedure of computing the
maximal regret for each possible strategy would suggest
that some-opponent is attempting to reduce the voter's
influence by exploiting hisareaknesses. Such an as-
sumption seems unjustified.) These writers suggest
that for most voters the tree situation lies interme-
diet: betweentthe Savage regret and the expected util-
-ity models.

Tullock(1975) points out that the Savage regret
criterion impliei that one should vote (under the
plurality system) for a candidate with only an inf)ni-
tesimal chance of winning (for example, himself) as
long as thatcandidatelis hisfirst:preference.
-Tulloek believes most people would cojsider this impli-
cation of the Savage regret critecioti-to be unreason-
able.

Ferejohn and Fiorina.(1975) consider deScriptive
behavior with regardto voter turnout rather than vot-
ing strategy. Their analysis, based on U.S. election
data, suggests strongly that the Savage regret criter-
ion Is a better model for the decision of whether to
vote at all than is'ihe expected utility model. , This

module is, of course, concerned with voting strategy,
not. with voting turnout.

4.7BIa6k-(1978), using data foe Canadian elec-
tions and surveys of votersihtensfty-ofpleference,
finds support for the expected utility model
termininq voting strategies. Specifically he analyses
the tendency of a voter-to cast a plurality balldt for
a party other than his first preference under appropri-
ate circumstances (see Exercise 14), a phenomenon which
is predicted by the expected utility model but not by

the Savage regret model. Cain (1978), in a similar

analysis of the 1970 British-General election, also
finds support for the expected utility model, especial-
ly when the election is very close.

19
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In our final section we provide some empirical
data concerning the effect various voting systems might
have had on an election, assuming voters used 'their

optimal strategies for each system. (See Merrill-
(1980: Section 6).) To do this we employ the "thepo-
meter ratings" (on alpcale of 0 to 100) by a national
sample (CPS 1972 American National Election Study) of
1017 Democrats for the four candidates most active in
the 1972 Democratic Presidential primaries (Humphrey,
McGovern,'Muskie, and Wallace),

The candidate ratings made by each respondent were'
'interpreted as voter utilities fi, i 1,...,4. Op-
timal strategies under the Laplace criterion were de-
termined for the plurality, approval, and adjusted
Borda voting systems. Vote totals for the resulting
hypothetical elections are presented in Table 6, along
with the results of (sincere) cardinal rating voting. : A
(The latter totals were divided by the number of voters

(1017) so that the values given represent the avevige
rating for each candidate.)

Table 6

yotinq system Humphrey rcqpvern ruskie Wallace

Plurality 299 335 128 -255
Approval 652 590 461 371

Adjusted Borda 1829 1742 1357 1174
Average Cardinal

t rating
62.0 59.5 54.3 46.3

We note that McGovt.rn is the winner under plural-
ity voting, followed by Humphrey, Wallace, and Muskie,

--in-that order. Under each of the alternative voting
systems, the-centrist candidates Humphrey and Muskie °

run stronger, each-Mdving up one position in the order
of finish.

The Laplace criterion used to obtain Table 6
assumes in effect that all probabilities pij are equal.
Similar vote totals were obtained using the expected
utility criterion for a variety of possible values o(
the pij. Most of these scenarios resulted in the laMe

'A

.`
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- orders'of finish for the respective voting

11- CONcLUSION

We_have investigated a;voter's_optiMal strategy"
°,.._undef a variety of voting systems using both criteria

_

-:urider uncertainty (Savage regret and Laplace criteria)

-andcriteria.under risk (the expected utility criter-
ion).' We have argued that a voter's task of estimat-
ing his optimal, - strategy is least difficult under ap-

. prOfral voting. It was found thatcumulative and car-
dinWratingvoting reduce to plurality and approval.

,...7voting:i.respectively,-when superfluous strategies are
eliminated;.:

- Finally an empirical comparison-of voting systems
assuming use of optimal strategies suggests that ap-

_ proval'and Borda voting can produce reaultsVery simi-
lar to one anothei (and to that'of sincere cardinal
rating) but very different from'that of plurality vot-
ing. These alternative systems-tend to benefit cen-'
trist candidates, while still permitting voters to ex-
press support for more extreme candidates.

systems as

12. ADDITIONAL EXERCISES
0

*Exercise 15. Construct a payoff matrix-for plurality
voting, 'where there are K candidates. (There are K
strategies, one for each of the K candidate's. Assume
as beforethat 1 = f

1
f
2 :

..'1 f
K = O. ShoW that

the maximum regret for strategy (k) is the larger of x
and y'where'.

x-= max (f, - fj

and

y = 2-max (f4- f,) '

i.,.(k.. ' m

and 171'= 0 if k =.1.. Show th%t tt:le maximum regret is

lainimizedfwhen k = 1. , -.-

---- ,,

.,

* }xercise 16. Show that the Laplace procedure applied

to plurality voting-leads to the same conclusion as the .

Savage regret method.' 4
6

;,-;Y . 21

*Exercis= 17. Assume that
voting has 1.0 vote at his
tion among the candidates,

to candidate ci where v
i

v4-= 1.
i=1

a voter under cumulative

disposal which he can appor-.
i.e., he can give vi votes

0 and

Also assume that 1 = f
1

f
2

1 ... > f
K

= O. For

example, if K = 3 he might choose v1 = .5, vZ = .4, and
v3 = .1. Denoting by P(v1,...,ve ci, cj

3

) the payoff
for strategy (v

'

v ) and contingency (c.,c.), show
that

P(v1,...,vk; ci,cj) = (vi - vj) (fi - f.)

and that the regret is given by

vf-+ fj).

*Exercise 18, For the cumulative voter of Exercise 17,
and for.K = 3 candidates with fz = r, show that the
optimal Savage regret strategy is:

v1 = 1/(1-+ r), v2 = r/(1 +

and

v
3

= 0 if.r > .5

and

v1 = 2(1 - r)/(2 - v2 = r/(2

and

v
3

0 if r < .5.

* Exercise 19. Assume that a cardinal rating voter -must

castvotesvisothat01-, and that 1 = f
1

...

fK = Q. For Y. = 3, show that the Optimal Savage

regret strategy is to set vi = fi for i = 1, 2, and 3.
Thus for K = 3, the Savage regret strategy is not only

sincere but reflects ratings as well as. rankings. (In

fact, for cardinal rating voting, the Savage regret ,

strategy is vi = fi for any number F of candidates.)

22
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,14. ANSWERS TO FXERCISES

1. Candidate: 'Adams Dianco. Cohen Delaney
Plurality: . 2 1 1, 1

Borda: 7 10 9 4

-2. For a four candidate race, the number of Borda
votes a voter casts for a candidate is obtained by

_subtracting the candidate's rank from the number
4. Thus a small rank sum,corresponds to a large
Dot-ft-Vote. In fact, the total Borda vote for a
candidate is obtained by subtracting the rank sun
from 4n, where n ig the number of voters.

3. Candidate: a Q C .

Vote total: -1" 5 3 -7

-Yes. Using the method suggested in this exercise,
the_number of rotes cast by a voter drops by two

, between each rink, whereas it drops only ong in
I the Borda system. This expands the candidate
totals'but does not alter the relative position of
those totals (compare vote totals in_Exercises1
and 3)-.--

4. , A: 3, B: 0# C: 0, ,D: -3.

54 Candidate:

Cardinal rating: 22 32 39 17
Approval: 2 , 3- 5 2 .-

1., For 4 candidates, if there is no Condorcet winner,
no candidate can win more'than 2 of the 6 pairuise
contests. For the number of victories to add to
,6, at least two candidates must each win 2 con-,

tests# so the COpeland rule is iiconclusive.

(A)

(A,B;

(AX)
(B)

(B,C)
(C)

30.
I

AB BQ C
7 10 0

0 10 3

7 0 -3
-7 0 3
-7 -10 0
0 -10 -3

25

9.

(A)

(A,D)

(A,C)

(B)

(B, C)

(C)

10. Voter

L

ti

ti

An Ac
Maximal

a& Regret

3 3

7 0 0 7

0 10 6 10
14 10 0 14
14 20 3 20
0 20 6 20

Laplace
(A,B,C)

(A,C)

(B,C,D)

(C)

(B,B)

Savage
(A,B,C)

(A,C)

4B,C',D)

(C)

(B,C,D)

Ilaxinal

regret is
least-for

strategy (A).

Cohen wins under either criterion. The only
difference between the results is that voter II
votes for _Cohen under the Savage regret 1.1LT not
under the Laplace crierion.

12. Plurality:
. By_1101_,_U(S) ,F,B(c,) where ci the_candi-,

date voted for.

Cumulative:

Agein by (10), any vote counts more toward
total utility if placed on ttecandidate for
v;:om Z(ci.)

Cardinal rating:

IL B(ci) > 0, the higher the rating, the

higher the contribution to to'zal utility. If
E(ci) CO,, the reverse is true.

Borda:

Piecing the most votes on the candidates with
the highest strategic value maximizes-total
utility.

13. A -DgD
8 2 -15

K 10 -18 18 -10 (Divide cell entriesby6,
L -4 to obtain the values of
M -9 -10 32 -13 E(c.) for each voter.)
N -15' 14' -4 5

.
31 26



Results:

Plurality:

Cumulative:
Approval: -

'Cardinal rating:

Borda:

0
.A g g Dpinner

0 3 2 13 -8
0 30 20 0 B

, 2 3 4 1 C

20 30 40 10 C

6 10 10 4 B-C. (tie)

14. Optimal strategies are more often sincere under
.

approval or 'cardinal rating voting (gee the re-
'ferences cited in-Bxercise'14, and the proposi-
tion stated in Exercise'10.

?7

15. APPENDICES-

Appendix A. Derivation of the optimal _strategy under

the Savage regret criterion for a K-candidate race.

-Suppose there are K candiates and, without loss of
generality, assume that 1 = fl 2 f2 fK = O.
First, in seeking an optimal Savage regret strategy, we
may restrict our attention to strategies which include
1 vote for cl but not,for cr, (For .if S is any stra-
tegy not indluding a vote for cl; it is dominated by

the strategy consisting of voting for the same candi -i.

dates plus cl. This follows since adding a vote for cl
increases the payoffs by (1 - fi):1for contingencies
(c c.j ) and has no .effect for the other contingencies.
A similar argument shows that cr need not be included
in an optic al strategy.)

next we note that each column in the payoff matrix
(and hence.the corresponding column in the regret ma-
trix) contains only three distinct entries. In fact if
'we consider the colufin for contingency (c.1 ,c.J ), the

payoffs are:

(i) (fi f4) if ci r S but cj0 S, or

(ii) C if ci and ci are either both in or
'both not in t,, or

(iii) -(fi - fj) if oi t cja S.

Thp corresponding regrets are then

(i') 0

(ii') (fi - fj).

(iii') 2(f. - f.j )

for the same three conditions, respectively.

Hence for a particular strategy S, the maximum
regret for S is the largerlof .N and Bs where

max(f. - f.) under condition (ii), and

B = 2maxif --E.F-underS i j

We claim that the strategy of voting precisely for

thosecandidatesc.forwhichf.>.5 minimizes the
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This strategy is described _analy-
._

S = (c '-f >r.5)
-0

-1444-AtatAstaximum4sgrat-for_So)_ = As .5. if T is

any other stra:44y, ?'

.5, or

21 There. exists e with fit .S .5.. _

For ease-1,---

--(MaxiSui iigret for T) 2. AT

2, mast, ft, - f4)

fk tK

AR- f
k

- 0 .5,

since c, g T.
"

For case 2,

(Maximum regret for

2, max (f f.)
ci,cjer 1 .. 3

fl -fit

A 1 fk 2 .5,

since cl e T.

Hence.the maximum regret for So is less than or
equal to the maximum regret for any other, permissible
strategy for approval voting; (Any' candidate for which
fi =.5 can be included in the strategy without

1

altering maximuA regret.) Thus So is the Opgimal
Savage regret strategy.
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First observe that

K
2U(S) -r- I I (

i=1 j=1

K
-= 1 1 (fi

i4 -j=1

- f.) (vi
I

- v.)p.,
.!

- f ).v.A p.2.
3

K IC

T (1, -
3 13i=1 j=1

But interchanging i and j, We may write

K
I (fi

j=1
f.3 )v.3 p..

13

K K
* - I l(f, )v p..

j=1 13

K
= 1 I (f. 447 p.-

i=1 j=1 J 13

Hence 2U(S) =-2 (fi - = 2 I EfeJ.vis
: in', l'

which completes the proof.
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Request fdr Help

Return to:
EDC/UMAP
55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

Student If you have trouble with a specific part of this unit; please fill
out this form and take it to your instructor for assistance. The information
you.give will help the author to revise the unit.

Your Name Unit No.

OR

Page
Section

OR

Model Exam
Problei No.() Upper

°Middle.

() Lower

Paragraph Text
Problem No.

Description of Difficulty: (Please be specific)

Instructor: Please indicate your resolution of the difficulty in this box.

I

COrrected errors in materiali. List corrections here:

(2) Gave student better expl,.ation, example, or procedure than in unit.
Give brief outline of your addition here:

0
V

.-

Assisted student in acquiring general learning and problem-solving
skills (not using examples from this unit.)
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Instructor's Signature
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STUDENT FORM 2

Unit Questionnaire

Nsime Unit Ho. Date

--Institution Course No.

Return to:'
EDC/UMAP
55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

Check the choice for each question that comes closest to your personal opinion.

1. How useful was the amount of detail in the unit?

Not enough detail to understand the-unit

Unit would have been clearer with more detail
Appropriate amount of detail . .

Unit was occasionally too detailed but this was distracting

Too much detail; I was often distracted

.2. How helpful were,the problem answers?

Saiple solutions were too brief; I could not du the iatermediate'steps

Sufficient information was given to solve the problems
Sample solutions were too detailed; I didn't need them

3. Exce t for fulfilli the rere uisites how muchdid Dou use other sources for

.
example, instructor, friends, or other books) in order to understand the unit?.

A Lot SOMewhat A Little Not at all

4. How long was this unit in comparison to the amount of time you generally spend on

a lesson (lecture And homework assignment) in a typical math or science course?

Much Somewhat About Somewhat Much

__Longer_ Unger the Same___._ Shorter __. Shorter--

5. Were any ofthe following parts Of the unit confusing or distracting? (Check

as many as apply.)
.1

. A -

Prerequisites N.

Statement of skills and concepts (objectival()

.Paragraph headings

"Examples
Special Assistance Supplement (if present) 1

Other, please explain

6. Were any of the following parts of the unit particularly helpful?. (Check as many

as-apply.)
Prerequisites
Statement of Skills and concepts (objectives)

Examples
Problems
Paragraph headings
Table of Contents
Special Assistahce Supplement (if present)

Other, please explain

Please describe anything in the unit that you did not particularly like.
. ,

Please describe anything that you found particularly helpful. (Please use the back of_

this sheet if you need more space.)
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11- DITIODUCT/00

It is a coMkon observation that voting in the
United States Congress is frequently strategic. This
observe: Ion is usually interpreted to mean that a-

1

congres an's vote on a legislatiVe proposal may be

guided by strategic ,considerations and not strictly by
his Own. preference's' the matter. For example,
supposem,Senator prefers the-originally negotiated Salt
II,treety,to no treaty at ill,`but would like,to see the
number of Missiles allowed under the pyovisions of the
treaty reduced. Assume, now, that such an amendment
.were offered. .Should'the Senator necessarily vote for
,it? If he perceived thet adoption of the amendment

would bring About llmott certain rejection of the treaty
by the Soviet Union, he might' vote against it. pOn the
other hand, if he perceived that adoption of tht amend-
ment would lessen but not..destroy the chances of the
treaty's acceptance by the Soviets, he might accept the
risk of rejection and vote for the amendment.

The above example ceptures many features of tfie
voting model that will be developed in this module. ;The
purpose of this model will be to explain and predict
voting on congressional amendments. We'shall focus oUr
ittentioW on two types of amendrients-_-those-which:are

seen as_increising-and -those whiCh are seen as decreasno,-,
'ing the chances of a bill's passage. The first type
will be called a "saving" amendment and the second type
a killer amendment. We. will assume that a congress-
man's vote on either of these two types of amendment is
based on two factors7-his preferences regarding the
possible outcomes once the final vote on a billjs taken
ancr/his assessment of how the amendment in question will
affect the likelihood of,the bill's passage. These two
factqrs will allow us to construct a lOttery theory of
strategic voting that has elsewhere been called expected
utility sophisticated (EUS) voting.' After shoWing how
this theory Works, we will apply it to 4n actual case of
a saving amendment- -the Mathias amendment to the 1966
Civil Fights bill. We shall also discuss killer amend-
ments to the Salt II treaty.

2: All EXPECTED UTILITY THEORY OF SOPHISTICATED VOTING

Let us initially assume a simple situation--an
amendment to a bill is voted on by n voters followed by
a vote on the bill itself. The following tree diagrams
the structure of these '6/o Votes.

ab vs. b

ab vs. b vs. 0

$ b

Figure 1.

Initially, the amendment is voted on, providing the
voter with two choices: "yea" (Y) or "nay" (N). If a
majority of the n voters vote Y (which may be_ a special-

majority,such as (2n) /3n), the-next vote is a contest
between- the amended bill and no bill and, again, the--
voter can vete either Y or M. On the other hand, if a
majority of the n voters vote V on the amendment, the
next vote is a contest between the .n amended bill and n

bill,,and, once again, the voter can vote Y or E.
Therefore, after the second vote is taken, three out
comes may result--the amended bill (ab), the unamended
bill (b), and no bill (4).

This descrition outlines the bare (structure of the
voting process as seen by the voters. We assume that
each voter can rank order the three possible outcomes we
have described from best to worst. This ranking will be
termed his preference order. Assume that no voter is
indifferent between any two of these three outcomes.
This means that the voter can rank these outcomes in 3!
= 6 possibl,?. ways. This listing is given in Figure 2.

1.

b

ab

Preference..Type #

2 1 4 *5.

b ab ab 4
4 b 4. b
ab 4 b ab

Figure 2.

ab

b

I
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.Let-Us now make another assumption--that each
_voter's preferences are sufficiently "consistent" to be

. ,represented by cardinal utility numbers. These numbers
measure the "strength" of anLindividual's-preferences,

cannot be_compaied across' individuals, and can always be
normalized so-that an' individual's first ranked outcome

':Cah be assigned the number "1" and his worst outcome the
_number "0".,, These numbers are also assumed to satisfy,

-the_wexpected utility hypothesis," which will be ex-
:plainedhortly. The utility ofthe ith voter (i = 1,-
...,* 0, for the three outcomes of the voting process is,

then, ui(ab),ui(b), and ui(a), these numbers'all being
contained_in the interval [0,11.

.
The final piece in the model has been alluded to c

earlier. This is each voter's subjective probability
eitiiatei of two events- -that the amended bill will pass

.
'andtOat the unamended bill will pass. In the case of
.our Salt II example, the'term "pass" could be replaced
by seem other-term denoting acceptance'by the treaty's
signatories. However, we shall keep matters .simple for
now and consider the term "pass" to apply to majority

I-,acceptance.by the n members of the voting body. We are
assuming, then, that each voter forms an estimate of the
likelihood:that the amended bill will pass and an esti-
mate of the likelihood that the,unamended bill will
'pass. These estimates may vary from one voter to the

.
-next and axe based on whatever information' each voter

possesses-concerning the preferences of other voters and
his'issessment of their voting intentions. Such infor-
mation is assumed to be imperfect. Further., voters may

share whatever information they possess, but they-ire
assumed to intake their voting decisions.independentlY of
one another. In other words, the voting game is nonco-
operative. -

Let us now see how these probability estimates can
be incorporated into the tree diagram of Figure_3, where

pi denotes the estimate of the 1tn voter (i!--, 1, ..., n)
that ab will pass(0 S pi S 1) and qi the estimate of.
the ith voter that b will pass (0 S qi S 1). The ebd.-
mates of the ith voter that ab and b will fail are 1 -
pi,and 1 - qi, respectively. We are now ready to state
the fundamental hypothesis of our model. We assume that
the ith voter sees his choicetof voting Y or N at any

ab
Pi

0 b
1-pi qi 1 -qi

Figure 3.

point in the voting process as a choice between the two
lotteries associated with passage or failure of the
issue being voted on at that point. Thus, if Ll

= (Piab, (1-pi),) and L2 = (gib, (1-gi)d), then the
ith voter votes Y on the amendment if he prefers L1 to
L2 and 1C-otherwise, where L1 is a gamble that yields ab
%nth probability pi and 4 with probability pi, and
L2 is interpreted likewise.' To determine which lottery
he prefers, we employ the expected utility hypothesis
which states that he prefers the lottery whose utility
expected valUe is greater. More formally, the ith voter

votes Y on the amendment if and only if

ui(1.1) > ui(L2)

(1) piui(ab) (1-pi)ui(a)

> qiui(b) (1-gi)ui(4).

We sha31 explore the implications of expresion (1)
momentarily but, fiist, note that voting on final
passage simply involves a preference comparison' of the
two remaining possible outcomes, On, the other hand, if
two amendments were being voted on serially, voting on

0

the first amendment would involve the comparison of two
compound.lotteries, i.e. each lottery would be a lottery

between two lotteries. An example of a compound lottery
will be given later.

Let us now draw out some impliications from expres-

sion (1) for voting on "saving" and "killer" amendments.
We shall define these two types of amendments as fol-
lows. If pi ? qi, then voter i sees the amendment as
"saving" the bill, while if qi > pi, voter i sees the
amendmentas a "killer." This reflects the idea that a
saving amendment is one which is seen as increasing the
chances of a bill's passage, while a killer amendment is
seen as decreasing these chances. Under what circum-
stances, then, will a voter of some given preference
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'type ecte.Y or Nsen'a 'saving" or "killer" amendment?
-.Let us,start,imith voters of preference type #1. For

simplicity we shall sometimes use a'double index to
indicate a'voteiliiireference type. Thus, a generic
-member I of-preference group #1 will be labelled il.

Under what conditions, then, will voter il vote Y-
- -,on,a saving amendment? It is a,straightforward exercise
to demonitrate that if .

, .

>1ff

then voter il will vote Y, while if the inequality is
reversed he will vote N.

kazdaga. Prove this.

-Suppose,- n64; tkat nil.' 2qi1 Then, since qii/pil =
musb. exceed .57for il to vote Y on the

amendment.' If nil * 3 qii,:'then uils(ab) must exceed
:33. In other words, the more the voter thinks the
amendment increases.the chances of the bill's passage,
themore'likely he ii to vote for it. Ofcourse, the
reverse also holds. If nil = 112 q11, then oil (ab)
must exceed .83 for il to vote Y onthe amendment.

, -
Underwhat conditions will voters of preference

. tykes #2 - #6,Vote Y or N on a diving amendment?

Interestingly,,algebriic manipulation reveals that
voters of preference types.#2 and #5 will:always, vote N
on a saving amendment, while voters of preference types
#3 and #4 will always vote Y., For example, for a voter
of preference type #2 to,xote Y. on a Bevil* amendment,

(1pii)lai244) must exceed qi2 + (1-q32)ui12 (4).
But, since pia > qi"2 (1-qi2) > (1-pi2), so this is
impossible., Only voters of preference type #6 are like
voters of preference type #1 in being able to vote
either.way. If

ui6(ab) > 1 -
116

then voter i6 will vote Y on a saving amendment, while
if the inequality is reversed heyill vote N.

4$
5

Exercise 2. If

for some il and i6, is it possible for them to both vote the same

way on a saving amendment?

It is not difficult tosee that.the more an amendment
increases the chances of a bill's passage, the less
likely i6 is to vote for it. For example, if p16 =
3 qi6, then ui6 (ab) must exceed :67 for i6 to vote Y
on the amendment.

Let us now discuid voting on killer amendments.
It is again a straightforward algebraic 'exercise to

establish the conditions under lichich members of each 0

preference group will vote Y or N. Now; members of
preference groupsll and 2 invariably vote N and members
of preference groups 4 and 6 invariably vote Y. Again,
to compute one example, for a voter of preference
#1 to vote Y on a killei amendmept, pil uil (ab) must
exceed gil. But qil > pil and 14> uil (ab), so this is
impossible. However, members of preference groups S-
and 5 can vote either way. If

p
> (b)

gi3

Ivotei i3 will vote Y on a killer amendment, and if the
linequality is reversed he will vote N. Likewise, if

mo.
1- 5(b)Ui

qi5 .

voter i5 will vote Y on akiller amendment, and if the
inequality is reversed he will vote N.

Exercise 3. Assume pi3 = pis = 0. How will i3 and i5 vote on the

amendment?

6
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THE-MAH/AS AMENDMENT TO THE 194 CIVIL RIGHTS BILL

We-vill now see how well our theory can predict
and (*plain voting on a real example pf a saving

amendment. The.1966 Civil Rights bill (HR 14765), as
reported -by -the House Judiciary Commitige, contained a

:1-controversial open housing provision, known - officially
-as Title IV., The intent of the Mathias amendment

offered on'the'HoUSe.floor by Rep: Mathias, was. to

-weaken this section of the bill by allowing a,homeown'er

to provide a real estate broker with discriminatory
instructions, if the broker did not solicit.them.

This amendment was offered inian attempt to save
Title IV from being stricken from the bill. The two
votes that fit -the requirements of our-model are,

therefore, thp vote on the Mathias amendment and the
vote on a motOn by Rep. Moore to recommit the 1966

.

Civil Rights bill to the Judiciary Committee with
instructions to delete Title IV. A Y vote on the
motion to recommit is a vote to delete Title IV and a 11

vote is a vot&to leave Title IV in the-bill. The
voting tree, therefore, looks like Figure 4.

Moore motion
to recommit

Mathias Amendment

Moore motion
to recommit

Figure 4.

The three
tab ,),

aredTitle IV with the Mathias
amendment MO, Title IV without the Mathias amendment
(b), and the 19E6 Civil Rights bill Vithout,Title IV

(4).

We will assume that all voters saw the adoption of
, the Mathias amendment as increasing the chances that

,Title IV would be!saved, thus enabling us to apply our
earlier predictions about voting on a saving amendment
to all members of the House. Inord4r to do so,

48

howevert we need some measure of each Representative's

preferences regarding the three outcomes shownsin
Figure 4. The measure we will use (employed in Table

- 1) is the % "right" votes cast by each Representa -tive

according to Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) on
17 selected votes in 1966. ADA is a liberal interest
group particularly identified with advocating a stron-,
ger federal role in domestic areas such as housing and

civil rights.

We-shall assume.that type 1 Voters have the
highest ADA scores and type-6 voters the lowest. This

follows from the rankings given 'the three possible

1 outcomes by these voters. Type l Voters rank the
stronger open housing section first, the weaker open
housing section second, and no open housing section

last. Type 6 voters rank the three outcomes in reverse
order. Thus, type 1 voters are in complete agreement
with ADA's preferenCesand type 6 voters are in com-
plete disagreement. 1 Type 2 voters should also have
high ADA scores, although their attitude is "all-or-'.
nothing." Type 3 and 4 voters should have intermediate
scores, since they rank the weaker open housing section
-first, and type 5 voters should have low ADA scores,

14e type 6 voters.

The following is a list of how lq expect the
members of each preference group to votp. Since the

Mathias amendment passed, the second vote was a contest
between ab and 4 (recall that a Y vote on recommittal

is a vote for 4).

1

YN

os
NN

Predicted Voting on
Mathias Amendment
and Moore Motion.
Preference Type 0

2 3 4 5
,

NY .-- YV Yb NY

6

NY

or

YY

, Figure 5

Table 1 presents our findings. Only type 1 voters are
predicted to vote NN and-only type 6 voters are pre-
dicted to vote YY. Interestingly, of the 26 voters who

voted MN,' 19 had scores between 80 and 100, while of
the 40 voters who voted YY, 24 had scores between 0 and

8
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19. This cosresponds well with our. predictions. It is

also interestinc, to note that the dispersion of

amendment votes is grdatest for voters with high .and

low ADA scores.- This .conforms with our prediction that

only type 1 and type 6 voters can vote either way on
the amendment.0

r4V Note also that if type 1 voters are assumed to.
have ADA scores of 80-100 and type 6 voters ADA scores.,
of 0-19, only 29 out of 289-voters with such scores

to
Zr voted contrary to the predictions of our model. Our
P.4

model, therefor:, has a 90% success rate with these
0 ,c voters. ,m ..

no
= As for voters in the 20-79 range, 64% of themri

o c
o voted YV. This leads us to believe that most of them

c.. ..4 were type 3*or type 4 voters. If the three outcomes
w
si were arrayed on a single horizontal diriensior. from left

1.10 1 C.4
o to right in the order b-ab-m and a-second vertical

Cot
r4 - .0

...J
dimension were used to measure'strength of preference

2m from last to first, it would be possible to represent

.0 r4 qr cv. N c each voter's preference order by 3 points in a two- .,
r4 r.4 o

dimensional coordinate system. If these points were
no
w them conne.Oted in left to right order each preference
4.;0

.4
o CV en

0
order would correspond to a preference curve.

-4 -4 .

O
Exercise-4. Draw a graph of .all 6 preference curves.

0 CS1 10 r4 CO .
r4 r4 .0

o A preference curve is single peaked if,'looking front
. m

,r, r+ r4 Wo vN left to right, it. always rises or 'falls, or it- rises to
co cr a a point and then falls, doing so no more than once.

.>4 4
Based on this definition, only type 1,3,4; and 6 voters

c
r. r

r-
4 0 r4 01

ec
0 have tingle-peaked preference curves. But, our data '

suggests that most voters held one Of these 4 prefer-
4.

ence types, so our conclusion is that most Representa-

N m 0 o 10 tives held single-peaked preferences with respect to an
..4 el m

underlying dimension that would seem to measure degree .

, ...0
.4 of federal control over private housing.
es

= >4>4 .1.)

z >4 o An interesting finding emerges from reading the
.II. 41, 44, E4

floor debate on the 1Wthias amendment. Among self-
identified type 1 and type 6 voters, some offered
voting justifications Lased on suVtantive considera-
tions and others offered justifications based on
tactical considerations. Clearly, a substantive jus-

zz

*S9L6i 21H 4Tmluocaa o; uoTlow zoow
pue\Tmspuemy gyftilvw uo salon

9
. 10
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'tification is one based on the magnitude of ui (db),"
while a tactical-justifiation is based on the ratio of
qi to pi. Thus, a type 1 vote such as Rep: Albert (D-
Okla., ADA-82%) justified a Y mote on the Hathi4s
amendment, by calling the amended Title IV !an important

. step forward."2 Recalling that a type 1 voter casts a
Y vote on.a saving amendment if and only if

a

uil(ab) >
vil" .

Albert's justification is clearly consistent with our
model. Oh the other hand, a tac tical-justification by

i" a type 1 voter for a Y Vote is provided by Rep. Diggs

(D-Mich., ADA-821), who termed the amendment a

"tactical concession.* Diggs makes clear,his limited
enthusiasm for the Mathias amendment, but recognizes
that there are "not enough affirmative votes"3 for
Title IV without it. thus, for Diggs, quipil would
appear to be near zero.

wsotr4f.5. How would yOu interpret the justificatory intent of

Rep. Poff (R-Vs.. ADA-M. a type 6 voter. who stated -that any

liberal who votes for the Mathias amendment will be indicted by

liberals for having -gutted- Title IV....-4

Other examples of substantive and tactical justifica-
tions given by type 1 and type 6 voters for Y and V
votes on the Mathias amendment are easy to come by.,
Thus, we find not only a good rate of predictive
success for our model, but also a striking degree of

verisimilitude with the actual pronouncements of the
congressmeh themselves.

4. THE SALT II _TREATY

In this final section of the module wshall
employ our model to discuss killer amendments to the
Salt II treaty. We shall consider a killer amendment
to the treaty to be one which all Senators see as
degreasing the chances of the treaty's acceptance--not
by the Senate, however, but by the Soviet Union. This

- case is similar to the one which occurred with respect
to the Panama Canal treaties, where a host of amend-
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ments was offered not to bring about Senate rejection

of the treaties, but to bring about rejection Of the
treaties by Panama. If anything, such amendments
increase the chances of acceptance by the Senate since
they typically involve changed that favor United States
interests. However, for now, we. only consider the
effect of a Salt II treaty amendment on the chances of.
the treaty's acceptance by the Soviets.'

'Before by inning, it in important td di,stinguish
an amendment to the treaty from a reservation or

1 understanding. AM amendment changes the actual text of
the treaty, while a reservation or understanding does
not. Thus, the Soviet warning in the summer of 1979
(immediately after the Salt II treaty was signed), that
changes in the treaty would bring about "a fantastic
situation"5 was aimed at preventing treaty amendments.

Let.us now.analyze the strategic environment

surrounding a killer amendment to the Salt II treaty.
Recalling our earlier results, Figure 6 lists the
expected votes for menbers of each preference type.

Voting on Filler Amendment
Preference Type

1 2 3. 4

Vote Y

or

Figure 6

Recall also hat if

.1213. > u. (b)
Ii3 11

5 6

Y Y

or

voter i3 will vote Y, while.if the inequality is
reversed he will vote V. On the other hand, if

. P 5
1 - > (b)

voter i5 will vote Y, while if the inequality is
reversed he will vote N. The example give in the
introduction to the module is clearly one of a type 3

12
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voter faced with the problem of how to vote on a killer

aaendaent to the Salt II treaty.

Our results indicate; therefore, that Soviet
warnings to the Senate agiinst amending the Salt II
-treaty could only affect the votes of Senators with

type 3 0 type 5 pteferenees.' The question
becomes:'were Soviet threats rational from. the sta

point of.persuading these Senators to vote-N? This i

not an'easy questidh to answer. By seeking to imply

tht pi was near zero, the SovOts were creating a
situation-in which type 3 voters would vote N but type
5 voters would vote Y on a treaty amendment. If the

Soviets estimated thatthe type 3 group was larger than
the type 5 group, this! tactic would appear to make

sense. Certainly it would be superior to conveying the

impression that vi was near one. However, our analysis

/ tells us that type 3 votes are not. necessarily gained

i:at the expense of type 5 votes. If instead of a tacti-

cal approach to influencing Senators, the Soviets had
employed a substantive approach, it may hive been pos-

iible ((at least before other events intervened) to per-

suade both types of voters t4 vote against any treaty

amendments. The way to do this would have been to
persuade both typei of voters of 'the attractiveness of

the-unamended treaty. In this wayezui3(b) and ui5(b)
would increase and thus so would the chances of voting
N,on'a treaty amendment for both types of voters.

, -

However, if the Soviets judged that there were
very few'Senators with type 5 preferences compared to
those with type 3 preferences (a not unreasonable 4

assomption,,since preference type *6 would seem more

appropriate for a foreign policy conservative), their
'approach would have cost them few votes. From this

standpoint, therefore, the Soviets were acting in a

manner that was clearly purposeful, despite the back-
lash evidenced in-Senator Howard Baker's reply that
"the Senate will work its will..4without that advice

frbm Russia."

ti

\

Aisume Senator.Baker has type 4 preferences. Would

it be rat onal for him to offer 1 killer amendment to the Salt II

treaty? a
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On the other hand, if proponents of treaty
amendments shared the Soviet perception that. ype 3
voters were the proper focus of the ratification
battle, then they should have been trying to make pi
appear as large as possible. From this perspective the
statement by Lieut. Gen. Edward J. Rowny, one of Salt

II's negotiators, that amendments would not kill the
treaty because "they need it more than we do"7 was a
rational counter-strategy to use against the Soviets.

. Thus, our model allows us to understand the battle
that took place in the summer of 1979 between the
Soviet Union and certain members of the U.S. Senate

over amendments to the Salt II treaty. Soviet warnings

were much more than a public expression of _irritation.

Instead, they represented a clear end deliberate, plan
to influence Senators' votes.

As a final exercise, let us incorporate into .our

model the statement niade at the beginning of this

section that a treaty amendment can be a killer with
respect to the treaty's signatories but also be a

saving amendment from the btandpoint of Senate
ratification. Figure 7 expands our model to accomodate

a "saving-killer" amendment.

ratification vote

y

Soviet
decision

Y

amendment vote

b

ratitication vote

Figure 7.

The new division in the tree represents the Soviet de-
cision to accept or reject the amended treaty. It is

assumed that acceptance of the unamended treaty is

automatic, since the Soviets signed the treaty in this.
form. Now, assume pi and qi represent the two ratifi-
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cation probabilities for the amended and unamended
treaties as seen by voter i and that pi > qi for all

i = 1, n (ratification of the treaty requires a

` two - thirds, majority). Let ri represent the probability

as seen by voter i that the Soviets will accept the

amended treaty and assume that qi > ri for all i = 1,

n.

The two lotteries that eacfi voter must compare be-

fore voting on this "saving-killer" amendment are then

(pi ri ab, (1 - pi ei) 4) and (4i b, qi) 4) .

However, since qi 5 pi ri, a "saving-killer" amendment
is really just a killer amendment (since qi > ri.

piri) and so'needs no special treatment. However,

suppose the prospects for ratifying the unamended
treaty become suddenly dim and ri > qi for All i. Then

clearly, pi ri may be/greater or less than.qi and the
analysis becomes more complicated. In any event, the

point of,,this small exercise is to show that our voting

model can be expanded to represent more complex deci-

sion Rioblemls.

juercise 7. Draw a voting tree to represent the situation where

two amendments to a bill are voted on 'erially followed by a vote

on final passage of the bill. What are the two lotteries that

each voter must compare before voting on the first amendment?

5. CONCLUSION

The point of this module hf(s been to develop a

simple lottery theory of strategic voting to explain

how preferences and subjective probability estimates 4
how much an/amendment can help or hurt a bill combine
to determine how a congressman will vote on a legisla-

tive amendment. We have focused on two types of amend7
ments--those that a voter thinks will help save a bill
and those that a voter thinks will help kill a
and showed that on each type of amendment only two of
the six possible preference types can vote either Y or

N,,dependir6 on the values, taken by the phree variables

that determine the voting decision.

We then applied our theory to voting on a real
'.example of a saving amendment, the Mathias amendment to
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the 1/966 Civil Rights bill, and shOwed that our data
agreed substantially with'the theory's predictions and

also that the model accurately represented the verbal
justifications offered by many Representatives. As an

example of a killer amendment, we discussed'amendments
- to the Salt II treaty and showed that our model could

illuminate the debate carried en between the Soviet

Union and some members of the U.S. Senate in the summer

of 1979. We also showed how our model could represent
tLe saving Ans2 killer aspects cf a Salt ID amendment.

Thus we demonstrated the model's flexibility.

In closing, this module demonstrates that a simple
model can capture a great deal of real world .complex-
ity, while simplifying reality sufficiently to make
straightforward predictions and lay bare the underly-

ixg logic of tte phenomenon being modelled. This is

the purpose of any rigorous scientific investigation
and it has been our purpose here.
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6.. ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. Substituting uil(b) = 1 and uil(4) = 0, we have
from expression (1)1, pia uil(ab) > qii. Dividing
through.by pil yields uil(ab) > cli1/Pii1

2. Yes. For example, if qii%pii = qi6/pi6 = .54 then
it and i6 will both vote Y if uil(ab) and ui6(ab)
exceed .5.

3. i3;liotes N and i5 votes'Y.

4:
1st preference

Ild,preference

3rd preference

,typ e

2

type type

*441
5

LSAtit
5. His intent is to convince type 1 voters that u1(ab)
. is near zero so that qii/pil will exceed uil(ab)

and t)ey will vote N, thus increasing the chances
of 4,1 Poff's first preference

6.. Yes, since 4 is preferred td b.

0

Pi .1 -pi qi 1-q.
1

r
i

a1a2b 0 alb
1

a2b

Assuming the probability estimates are as labelled
above, the two lotteries are

(ti (pi ala2b, (1-pi) 4), (1-ii) (qi alb, (1-qi)6))

and

(ui (ri a2b, (1-ri) 4), (1-ui) (1-si) 6))

1-r
i Si

b
1-s i
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STUDENT FORM 1

Request for Help

Return` to:

EDC/UMAP
55-Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

Student: .If you have trouble with 'a specific part of this unit, please fill
out this form and take it to your instructor for assistance. The information
you give will help Phe author to revise the unit.

Your.Name Unit No.

f.

Page

OR
Section

OR,

Model Exam
Problem No.0 Upper

()Middle

1-() Lower

Paragraph Text
Problem No.

Description of Difficulty: (Please be specific)

z
Instructor: Please indicate-yOur resolution of the difficulty in this box.

(2) Corrected errors in materials. List corrections here:

0 Gave student bepter explanation, example, or procedure than in unit.
Give brief outline of your addition here:

C-

0 Assisted student In acquiring general learning and problem-solving
skills (not using examples from this unit.)

Instructor's Signature

Z.
Please use reverse if necessary.
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STUDENT FORM 2

Unit Questionnaire

Return to:
EDC/UMAP
55 Chapel St:
Newton, MA 02160

Name Unit No.- Date

Institution Course No.

Check the choice for each question that comes closest to your personal opinion.

1. Row useful was the amount of detail in the unit?-

Not enough detail to understand the unit
Unit would have been clearer with more detail
Appropriate amount of'ditail
Unit was occasionally too detailed, but this was not distracting
Too much detail; I was often distracted

2. How helpful were the problem answers?
'1

Sample solutions were too brief;.I could not do \the intermediate steps
Sufficient information was given to solve the problems

I Sample solutions were too detailed; I didn't need them
, t

, !

r 3. Except for fulfilling the pie requisites, how much did, you use other sources (for

example, instructor, friends,for other books) in order to understand the unit?
..,

A Lot Somewhat A Little Not at all_-__

\I
4. How long was this unit in comparison to the-amount of time you generally spend on

lesson (lecture and bomework assignment) in a typical math or scienc rse?

Much Somewhat About. Somewha Much

Longer Longer the Same porter Shoiter'

5. Were any of the folloiing parts of the-uniiCOnfusing of distracting? (Check

ati many as apply.)

.Prerequisites_
Statement-of skills and concepts (objectives)

Paragraph headings
14camples
Special Assistance Supplement (if present)

Other, please explain

6. Were any of the following parts of the.unit particularly helpful? (Check as many

as apply.)
Prerequisites
Statement of skills and concepts (objectives)

Examples
Problems i

Paragraph headings !

Table of Contenti
Special Assistance Supplement (if present)

Other, please explain

Please describe anything in the unit that you did not particularly like.

Please describe anything that you found particularly helpful. (Please use the back of

this sheet if you need more spice.)


